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Peeling

He grows to the hiss of tyres
and I fret for his lack
of a leather-footed, bush-bashed boyhood,
of creek-crafted wild.

But in the city you take your nature where you can.

This morning brought a caterpillar
to the laundry sink
and we fingered a stink bug
dropped from next door's Lemon.

I try and kindle his interest in the mysteries
of our backyard patch,
the intricate lives of spider and skink.

We discuss the rat that raids the bin
and tease the eels that snap bread
from the ducks in the soupy muck
of the uni pond.

A bunch of lilies spears the kitchen table,
unbudded,
and keen to speed their blooming he says
"let's peel them."

I understand the impulse,
the urge to ride roughshod over niceties,
but say these things can't be helped
or rushed along.

Andlrememberaday,
grey and out of season,
and me the boy
slicing with a spade a bank of clay.
I can't say the reason -
maybe just taking pleasure severing root and soil -
but in any case I struck cicadas,
in utero in earth,
foetally curled in blind, dumb burrows
of slumber,
ripening toward the summer



that would draw them to the suface
to split the chrysalis in bifth.

Before I saw, I'd sliced one in two
with the spade,
but then plucked another,
like a raisin,
from its cake of clay.

The nymph was sluggish and strangely pale
but otherwise looked fully formed
and ready to hatch.

I tried attaching it to a tree
but its claws, with feeble grope
refused to catch,
and wanting to atone for its bisected brother
I sought to help it,
to peel and pop it like a pea from its shell
and speed its struggle
to be born.

My thumbnail dug at the seal of its back,
stripping away the coat of shellac,
but it wouldn't come easily,
and when it did, came out all
crabbed and spastic and wrong,

' bunched and shivering,
trailing this white
umbilical
string.

Miserable, I ground the deformed thing
under my shoe into the clay,
reckoning it better off,
it being out of season,
it having neither mate nor reason
to live for anyway.

I return to my son,
still squeezing a bud:
"no", I say, "it can't be dong,
I understand,
but it can't be done."


